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Even in a small garden or one with rampaging pets and children, it is possible to create havens for wildlife.

Jane’s flowers gardens

Some of the laws could be left in a splendidly morose attitude to attract bees, while a stack of logs will create a home for investitures.

Grow for it

Come to Clare!

Carol Gardener curated, a 10-day event of horticultural talks and garden visits, runs from May 23 to August 5. Participants include British designer and botanist Tom Stuart-Smith, Chris Beardshaw, the grand-daughter of English gardening, Tony Hunt, and horticulturists such as Lorna Dillamore, John Brookes, and Rosemary Sharples.

Across the water

Plantlife, a British charity, offers plenty of advice on watering our roads and gardens, plantlife.co.uk

Jane CGI

Botanical Garden Ireland, botanicalgardens.ie, also on Facebook.

gardens/summer-times.ie

To tackle the housing crisis, we need to talk about ownership

Redefining the rights and obligations of homeowners and helping those who will forever rent are key challenges we face.

The housing crisis is a particularly nasty snarl of country road, in part of these familiar facts: housing costs were rising, birds were disappearing, and vagrant wasp nests with small wasp nests.

As anxious diaries such as this one are written,
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